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Abstract

Knowledge of the speech production mechanism is essential for the development of
speech production models and theories. Magnetic Resonance Imaging delivers high
quality images of soft tissues, has multiplanar capacity and allows for the visual-
ization of the entire vocal tract. To our knowledge, there are no complete and sys-
tematic Magnetic Resonance Imaging studies of European Portuguese production.
In this study, a recently acquired Magnetic Resonance Imaging database including
almost all classes of European Portuguese sounds, excluding taps and trills, is pre-
sented and analyzed. Our work contemplated not only image acquisition but also
the utilization of image processing techniques to allow the exploration of the entire
database in a reasonable time. Contours extracted from 2D images, articulatory
measures (2D) and area functions are explored and represent valuable information
for articulatory synthesis and articulatory phonetics descriptions. Some European
Portuguese distinctive characteristics, such as nasality are addressed in more de-
tail. Results relative to oral vowels, nasal vowels and a comparison between
both classes are presented. The more detailed information on tract configuration
supports results obtained with other techniques, such as EMMA, and allows the
comparison of European Portuguese and French nasal vowels articulation, with dif-
ferences detected at pharyngeal cavity level and velum port opening quotient. A
detailed characterization of the central vowels, particularly the [1], is presented and
compared with classical descriptions. Results for consonants point to the existence
of a single positional dark allophone for [l], a more palatoalveolar place of articula-
tion for [L], a more anterior place of articulation for [L] relative to [ñ], and the use,
by our speaker, of a palatal place of articulation for [k]. Some preliminary results
concerning coarticulation are also reported. European Portuguese stops revealed
less resistant to coarticulatory effects than fricatives. Among all the sounds studied,
[S] and [Z] present the highest resistance to coarticulation. These results follow the
main key features found in other studies performed for different languages.

Key words: Speech Production, European Portuguese, Magnetic Resonance
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Imaging, Nasals, Coarticulation

1 Introduction1

Mankind’s knowledge about Human speech production and perception is still2

incomplete. More information is definitely needed. Recently, better techniques3

for measuring vocal tract configurations have become an increased research4

interest. Building phonetic information databases has had great relevance in5

fields such as speech synthesis, speech recognition, speech disorder studies,6

learning of new languages, etc. An area where production data are very im-7

portant is articulatory synthesis, where we have been involved for more than8

a decade [1]. These anthropomorphic synthesizers demand large amounts of9

detailed anatomic-physiological information, if possible in 3D, and their varia-10

tion in time (dynamic information). For European Portuguese (EP), not much11

information is available.12

To compensate this lack of information, the objectives of the present study13

are: 1) to provide vocal tract configurations during (sustained) production14

of all the EP sounds (excluding taps and trills); 2) to perform comparisons15

between different sound classes; 3) to obtain direct area functions from a great16

part of the EP sounds; 4) to have a preliminary approach on coarticulation in17

stops and fricatives and, 5) due to the nature of the research team, to develop18

acquisition and segmentation techniques with application in the field of speech19

production.20

This paper is structured as follows: this first section introduces the problem,21

presents the most common anatomic-physiological measurement methods for22

speech production studies, describes the EP relevant specificities, coarticula-23

tion and related work in MRI application to speech production studies; section24

2 describes image acquisition and corpus; section 3 describes image process-25

ing; sections 4 and 5 present our results, separated into vowels and consonants.26

All the phonetic considerations made in this paper rely on static articulations27

that might be different from continuous speech articulations. The paper ends28

with a discussion of the results presented in earlier sections, and with the main29

conclusions that can be extracted from them.30

⋆ Part of the work reported, particularly on nasals, was accepted for presentation at
Interspeech 2007. Paper is entitled “An MRI study of European Portuguese nasals”.
∗ Dep. Electrónica Telec. Informática/IEETA, Universidade de Aveiro, 3810
AVEIRO, PORTUGAL
Tel: +351234370500 Fax: +351234370545 Email: ajst@ua.pt
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Nomenclature:

ETL Echo Train Length FLASH Fast Low Angle Shot

FOV Field of View MPRAGE Magnetization Prepared

Rapid Acquisition Gradient Echo

MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging NEX Number of Excitations

SSFP Steady State Free Precession TE Time to Echo

TR Time to Repeat TSE Turbo Spin Echo (sequence)

VIBE Volume Interpolated VPOQ Velum Port Opening Quotient

Breath Hold Examination

1.1 Measurement methods31

Nowadays, the common methods found in the speech research literature to32

acquire anatomic-physiological information directly are: Electromagnetic Mid-33

sagittal Articulography (EMMA), Electropalatography (EPG), and Magnetic34

Resonance Imaging (MRI). EMMA provides valuable kinematic data relative35

to different articulators (lips, tongue, jaw, velum) with good temporal resolu-36

tion. However, some drawbacks can be pointed out: the acquired data are, in37

the majority of available systems, two dimensional and limited to the trajecto-38

ries of some articulator fleshpoints [2,3]; the process is invasive and articulation39

may be affected by the sensors. EPG measures only the linguopalatal contact40

and its variation on time, being difficult to make well-fitted pseudo-palates,41

which in turn interfere to some extent with speech production [4].42

MRI, the technique on which we will focus in this study, has some poten-43

tial advantages: it provides a good contrast between soft tissues, allows 3D44

modeling and covers the vocal tract in all of its extension [5,6,7,8]. This last45

advantage is of special interest in the study of the pharyngeal cavity, as it46

is not accessible through EMMA or EPG. Moreover, it is non-invasive and47

considered as safe. Its disadvantages are related to the absence of the teeth in48

the images, due to their lack of Hydrogen protons; the acquisition technique,49

in which the speaker must be lying down during speech production. This po-50

sition can have some influence, for instance, on the tongue posture [9,10], but51

this drawback can be considered acceptable.52

The relatively low temporal resolution achieved, even with the fastest acqui-53

sition techniques, is a limiting factor [8]. The noisy acquisition environment54

and the reduced acoustic feedback, due to the use of headphones, are also MRI55

disadvantages.56

The MRI technique has already been used for the study of several languages:57
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British English [5], American English [11,12,7,8], French [13,14,15], Swedish58

[16,17], Japanese [18], German [19,20,21], Tamil [8], and Akan [22]. For EP,59

one of the authors was involved in the creation of the first and, to the best60

of our knowledge, unique EMMA database focused on nasals [23]. Also, there61

are no EPG databases for EP, and there is only one partial MRI study, [24].62

For Brazilian Portuguese this information is also scarce. An MRI based study63

of nasals was performed recently by Gregio [25].64

1.2 European Portuguese65

“The characteristics which at first hearing distinguish the pronunciation of66

Portuguese from that of the other Western Romance languages [are]: (a) the67

very large number of diphthongs (...); (b) the large number of nasal vowels68

and nasal diphthongs; (c) frequent alveolar and palatal fricatives (...); (d) the69

extremely ’dark’ quality of the common variety of l-sound” [26, p. 6]. Despite70

its similarities to Spanish, both in vocabulary and grammatical structure,71

Portuguese differs considerably in its pronunciation [26].72

In EP there is a maximum of 9 oral vowels and ten oral diphthongs [27]. Oral73

vowels are usually divided into: anterior ([i], [e], and [E]); central ([a], [5], and74

[1]); and posterior ([u], [o], and [O]). The most problematic vowel is [1] with75

descriptions going from the schwa to a high central vowel or even, as proposed76

by Cruz-Ferreira [27], a configuration close to [u]. EP has five nasal vowels77

([̃ı], [ẽ], [5̃], [õ], and [ũ]); three nasal consonants ([m], [n], and [ñ]); and several78

nasal diphthongs and triphthongs. Despite nasality being present in most of79

the languages of the world, only about 20% of such languages have nasal80

vowels [28]. There is some uncertainty in the actual configurations assumed81

by the tongue and other articulators during EP nasals production, namely82

nasal vowels. This is particularly relevant for mid vowels where the opposition83

between mid-low and mid-high, present in the oral vowels set, is neutralized84

[29]. This neutralization allows the oral articulators to rearrange, leading to85

associate each nasal vowel to several possible oral counterparts [29]: nasal86

vowel [ẽ] relates to [e] and [E]; [õ] relates to [o] and [O]; and [5̃] can be more87

open than [5] or produced with an oral configuration similar to [a]. Note that88

[i] and [u] are considered to be the oral counterparts of [̃i] and [ũ]. Also, some89

phonetic studies point to the existence of differences related with production90

of EP nasals relative to French [30,23]. In this work, we return to the same91

challenging topic, using MRI as the data acquisition method.92

In EP six fricative consonants are described [31]. Three are produced with vo-93

cal fold vibration (voiced fricatives [v], [z] and [Z]) and three produced without94

vibration (unvoiced fricatives [f], [s] and [S]). Sounds [v] and [f] are produced95

with a constriction point induced by the contact of the lower lip and upper96
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incisor (labiodental), [s] and [z] are fricatives produced with approximation of97

the tongue tip or blade to the alveolar region. Finally, [S] and [Z] are produced98

in the palato-alveolar area. Phonologically EP has two laterals, /l/ and /L/.99

The former is produced with contact of tongue tip or blade in the alveolar100

ridge, the latter produced with a central occlusion between the most anterior101

tongue dorsum and the anterior palate (palatal consonant).102

For the apical lateral /l/, in accordance with EP most frequent descriptions,103

two allophones are considered: one, non-velarized light or clear [l], occurring104

in syllable onset; the second, occuring in coda or in absolute word-final posi-105

tion, considered a “velarized” [ë] and corresponding to the descriptions of the106

English dark [l]. During the production of this dark allophone, a second and107

posterior constriction, originated by tongue back raising towards the velum,108

is considered [32]. However, Andrade [33] found in three Lisbon speakers, ev-109

idence that this ”velarization” can also occur in syllable onset. This was also110

described, much earlier, in older EP phonetic descriptions (Strevens, 1954).111

Also, Recasens and Espinosa (2005) [34], based on acoustic data stated that112

EP, together with Russian and Leeds British English, belong to a group of113

sound systems where /l/ presents the same realization in word initially and114

word finally.115

1.3 Coarticulation116

The term coarticulation has been introduced by Menzerath and Lacerda - a117

Portuguese Phoneticist - in 1933 [35]. Although it could be simply defined118

as “the articulatory or acoustic influence of one segment or phone on an-119

other” [36] it is a complex and difficult subject. Many theories and models120

have emerged to explain coarticulation but some doubts still persist. There121

are, however, some accepted facts: coarticulation was observed in almost all122

languages, being a universal phenomenon, but coarticulatory effects vary from123

one language to another [37, p.180]. Recent theories of speech production con-124

sider that coarticulation plays a central role and that is essential to take coar-125

ticulatory effects into account in both speech production models and speech126

synthesis. Important concepts such as “coarticulation resistance” and “degree127

of articulatory constraint” (DAC) were introduced to explain why coarticula-128

tory effects are different in different sounds [38]. To give a complete picture of129

coarticulation one should consider lingual, jaw, labial, and laryngeal coartic-130

ulation. An extensive review of the subject can be found in [39].131

Several exploratory techniques are referred as important tools when studying132

coarticulation, such as EMMA [2,3] or EPG [40]. MRI has also been used for133

the same purpose as described in [12,41,42] and [10]. We are not aware of any134

MRI coarticulation study for EP.135
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1.4 MRI in speech production studies: an overview136

MRI evaluation of the vocal tract configuration is definitely not a recent issue137

in the field of speech production. One of the pioneer studies in this field was138

performed by Baer et al. [5] for British English. Although it is not the first139

study that employs MRI as an imaging tool, it was the first that allowed140

extraction of valuable 3D information related with English vocalic sounds141

[43].142

Traditionally, studies involving MRI were called static (2D and 3D), or143

dynamic/real-time, although different terminology has been used by differ-144

ent authors, as has been pointed out and explained by Narayanan et al. [8].145

From static (2D and 3D) studies, with images acquired during sustained pro-146

duction of sounds, midsagittal profiles and distances, cross sectional areas,147

articulatory measures, vocal tract area functions, and 3D visualizations were148

obtained [5,44,16]. The acquisition time, during which articulation must be149

sustained, is nowadays substantially shorter in most recent studies, when150

compared with the first MRI evaluations, which reflect technical advances151

in the field of MRI technology. This fact leads to a better image quality, since152

image artifacts, due to movements, contributes negatively to the sharpness153

and image contrast in a MRI image. For real-time studies, recent improve-154

ments in temporal resolution are encouraging, but not yet enough to obtain155

dynamic information relative to some articulators (e.g. tongue tip or velum156

opening/closure during nasals sounds), or to study more demanding sounds157

in terms of temporal resolution as happens with stops [21].158

The number of speakers participating in studies with published results159

is not high, varying between one [45,44,46,16,47,19,48], two [5,22,17], four160

[49,7,6,50,51] and five [52]. This fact reflects the high costs of MRI equipment161

and the access constraints imposed by the use, in the majority of the studies,162

of hospital diagnostic equipment. There are studies for different languages163

and for different classes of sounds. In the next paragraphs, one for each class164

of sounds contemplated in the present study, a brief review of studies, having165

a phonetical speech production point of view, is made.166

Oral vowels were studied for American English, [44], British English, [5], Akan,167

[22], Japanese, [53], French, [50], German, [20] and Swedish, [54,17]. Common168

results are MRI images, distances, segmentations, 3D vocal tract and tongue169

visualizations, and area functions.170

Nasal vowels were mainly considered for French [55,51,56]. In Demolin et171

al. [55] the results presented are transversal MRI images, cross sectional ar-172

eas, comparisons between oral and nasal vowels, and 3D reconstructions of173

the pharynx and of the nasal tract. In 2002, Delvaux et al. [57], obtained from174
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MRI images the articulatory contours. Recently, Engwall et al. [56] published175

MRI images, nasal and oral areas and a relative measure for the velum port176

opening, VPOQ.177

Dang and his colleagues [58,52] studied nasal consonants for Japanese, Story178

et al. [44] for (American) English, and Hoole et al. [20] for German. Japanese179

studies presented several measurements of the three-dimensional geometry of180

the vocal tract. In [44] area functions and vocal tract visualizations are pre-181

sented. Hoole and coworkers provided tongue contours and respective defor-182

mations based on a two-factor tongue model.183

The study lead by Story [44], included some investigation on American English184

stops, through the observation of 3D vocal tract visualizations and respective185

area functions. Hoole et al. [20], in 2000, acquired MRI coronal, axial and186

sagittal volumes of long German vowels and alveolar consonants. Kim [59]187

studied Korean coronal stops and affricates. She presented midsagittal MRI188

images, tongue contours, and some measurements of movements, distances,189

and widths.190

Fricatives were studied for a broad number of languages, such as English191

(British and American), Swedish, German. The oldest study, by Shadle et192

al. [60] in 1996, showed only midsagittal MRI images. Mohammad et al. [61]193

developed a new method to acquire MRI dynamic images. Jackson [62], in his194

work on acoustic modeling, used MRI to draw contours and area functions.195

Narayanan and Alwan [63] used vocal tract area functions obtained from MRI196

images of voiced and unvoiced English fricatives to delineate hybrid source197

models for fricative consonants. Engwall and Badin [41] presented midsagit-198

tal contours, 3D vocal tract shapes and investigated coarticulatory effects in199

Swedish fricatives. Hoole and his team [20] focused on the study of the tongue.200

To gather data on laterals, and to the best of our knowledge, Bangayan et201

al. [64], Narayanan et al. [7], Gick et al. [65] (for American English) and202

Hoole et al. [20] (for German) used MRI. They presented coronal MRI images,203

midsagittal segmentations of the vocal tract, area functions, 3D vocal tract204

and tongue visualizations.205

2 Image acquisition206

2.1 MRI acquisition207

The MRI images were acquired using a 1.5 Tesla (Magneton Simphony, Mae-208

stro Class, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) scanner equipped with Quantum209
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gradients (maximum amplitude=30 mT/m; rise time=240 µs; slew rate=125210

T/m/s; FOV=50 cm). Neck and brain phased array coils were used.211

Two different types of acquisitions were performed, 2D static and 3D static,212

whose acquisition sequence parameters are shown in Table 1.213

For 3D, instead of exciting a series of 2D slices in different planes (coronal,214

coronal oblique and axial) as reported by other authors in the field (e.g [14,16])215

we performed a volumetric acquisition, by exciting a volume of spins in the216

axial plane (from above hard palate level to C5-C6 level), using a three-217

dimensional Fourier Transform (3DFT) sequence. This acquisition has some218

advantages when compared with 2D acquisitions: the possibility of having a219

reduced slice thickness (in our study we obtained an effective slice thickness220

of 2 mm) contributing to obtain high resolution images with a reduced acqui-221

sition time; Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is usually high with a 3D excitation;222

possibility of reslicing in any direction with different slice thickness, a vari-223

able number of slices and different orientation with a quality superior that224

can be obtained with 2D acquisitions. When 3D visualizations are required,225

this method allows the utilization of faster and direct segmentation tools (e.g226

itk-SNAP) to extract tract configuration. Establishing some trade-offs, we ob-227

tained at least the same amount of data as reported in the referenced studies,228

with a reasonable spatial resolution, but decreasing to less than half the ac-229

quisition time (18s).230

Bidimensional acquisitions resulted in images of 256x256 pixels and a resolu-231

tion of 0.78 mm/pixel in both directions. For 3D, the volume has 512x416x60232

voxels and resolution of 0.53 mm/pixel in plane and 2 mm resolution in the z233

direction.234

2.2 Corpus235

The corpus comprises two subsets, 2D and 3D corpus, acquired using two236

different acquisition techniques. In both sets, the sounds are artificially sus-237

tained (vowels) or holding the articulation (stops) during the period of image238

acquisition, as already done in a similar way for other languages [44,13,16].239

Although with some technical differences, our 2D and 3D corpus were inspired240

by the studies of [50] for French, [14] also for French, and [16] for Swedish.241

As in [16], we decided to obtain a large corpus with only one speaker rather242

than to obtain a small set of items relative to vowels or classes of consonantal243

sounds with a higher number of speakers. The reason for this option relies on244

the scarcity of MRI information for EP. Both approaches present advantages245

and limitations as emphasized by Engwall and Badin [16].246
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Table 1
MRI sequence parameters used in imaging acquisition.

Parameter TSE T1 weighted (2D) 3D flash VIBE

TR (Time to Repeat) 400 ms 4.89 ms

TE (Time to Echo) 8.3 ms 2.44 ms

ETL 15 1

FA 180o 10o

FOV (x,y) [mm] 200 x 200 270 x 216

Slabs - 1

Slices per slab - 60

Slice thickness 5 mm 2 mm

Orientation Sagittal Axial

Distance factor - 0.2 mm

Base resolution 256 mm 256 mm

Phase resolution 75% 60%

Phase direction Ant.-Post. Right-Left

Phase partial Fourier - 6/8

BW (Hz/pixel) 235 350

Acquisition time 5.6 s 18 s

NEX 1 1

Image size (x,y) [pixels] 256 x 256 512 x 416

Pixel size (x,y) [mm] 0.78 x 0.78 0.53 x 0.53

Number of measurements 1 1

2D corpus: The main goals were: to obtain MRI static images of the vo-247

cal tract during the production of all EP vowels and consonants allowing to248

extract midsagittal contours; to have articulatory measures; and to measure249

midsagittal distances. Each sound of the 2D corpus (Table 2) was pronounced250

and sustained during the acquisition time (5.6 s). To help the speaker, a ref-251

erence word, containing the target phone, was presented before launching the252

sequence, using the intercom (e.g “please say [a] as pronounced on [patu]”).253

This procedure was used for oral and nasal vowels, nasals, laterals and frica-254

tives with one sample of each sound. For nasal vowels this process does not255

take into consideration the reported dynamic movement between an oral po-256

sition towards a nasal position (see for example [23,30]). The acquired image257

should be considered as more representative of nasal vowels when produced258

in isolation and of the initial and medial configuration during nasal vowel259
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production. To allow a coarticulation study, stops and fricatives were also260

acquired on a Vowel-Consonant-Vowel (VCV) symmetric context (non-sense261

words), with V being one of the cardinal vowels [a, i, u]. Note however that,262

due to recording duration constraints and the secondary role of coarticulation263

study in the present paper, only stops and fricatives were considered here.264

During this recording sequence the speaker was instructed to perform the VC-265

transition, then to sustain the consonant during acquisition time, and finally266

perform CV transition. Acquisition was started as soon as the speaker started267

producing the consonant; the speaker used the acquisition noise to make the268

final transition. The speaker had the opportunity of having a small training269

phase before the image acquisition session.270

3D Corpus: For this corpus the main purposes were: (1) to obtain tridimen-271

sional information, such as vocal tract area functions, and (2) to complement272

the 2D information with lateral information.273

The main challenge with this corpus was to obtain a large volume of data274

within the smallest acquisition time. As already explained (section 2.1), in-275

stead of choosing a set of directions and acquiring a fixed number of slices,276

we used a 3D sequence. Despite the reduction in acquisition time, each 3D277

item takes around 18 s. To keep the recording session reasonably short (actual278

duration was of aprox. 90 minutes), in the 3D corpus we only contemplated279

the sounds for which 3D can provide new important information (as for the280

laterals) or are reported to be somehow characteristic of Portuguese. This ex-281

plains the non-inclusion of stops. For oral vowels and fricatives, only a subset282

of the 2D corpus was considered.283

The procedures followed in this corpus were similar (excluding acquisition284

time) to the procedures already detailed for the 2D subset.285

The corpus actual content, using the IPA phonetic alphabet [66] can be found286

in Table 2.287

Although Alwan et al. [6] acquired sustained productions of American English288

rothics, EP taps and trills were not considered in this static study. We antic-289

ipated as particularly problematic to record information on [r,R] due to the290

several opening/closing movements involved. They have been included in a291

real-time MRI corpus (not presented in the paper). 3D high resolution sagit-292

tal images of the nasal and oral tracts of the speaker at rest (no phonation)293

were moreover acquired.294

Finally, as calcified structures such as bone and teeth are not observed on MRI295

images, dental arches were also obtained, according to the technique described296

by Takemoto et al. [18], but using water as an oral MRI contrast agent. These297

images were however not exploited in this study and are planned to be used298
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Table 2
2D and 3D corpus contents including target phone and reference words (in Por-
tuguese and respective phonetic transcription using IPA phonetic alphabet) used in
instructing speaker.

Phone Word Transcr. 2D 3D

Oral Vowels:

[i] pipo [pipu] X X

[e] pêca [pek5] X X

[E] leva [lEv5] X

[1] devi [d1vi] X

[5] cada [k5d5] X X

[a] pato [patu] X X

[u] buda [bud5] X X

[o] tôpo [topu] X X

[O] pote [pOt1] X X

Nasal Vowels:

[̃ı] pinta [p̃ıt5] X X

[ẽ] pente [pẽt1] X X

[5̃] canto [k5̃tu] X X

[ũ] punto [pũtu] X X

[õ] ponte [põt1] X X

Stops:

[p] [apa], [ipi], [upu] X

[t] [ata], [iti], [utu] X

[k] [aka], [iki], [uku] X

[b] [aba], [ibi], [ubu] X

[d] [ada], [idi], [udu] X

[g] [aga], [igi], [ugu] X

Phone Word Transcr. 2D 3D

Nasal consonants:

[m] cama [k5m5] X X

[n] cana [k5n5] X X

[ñ] canha [k5ñ5] X X

Fricatives:

[f] fala [fal5] X

[s] sala [sal5] X

[S] chá [Sa] X

[v] vaca [vak5] X

[z] zarpa [zarp5] X

[Z] jacto [Zatu] X

[f] [afa], [ifi], [ufu] X X

[s] [asa], [isi], [usu] X X

[S] [aSa], [iSi], [uSu] X X

[v] [ava], [ivi], [uvu] X

[z] [aza], [izi], [uzu] X

[Z] [aZa], [iZi], [uZu] X

Laterals:

[l] laço [lasu] X X

[l] pála [pal5] X

[ë] mal [maë] X X

[L] falha [faL5] X

[L] palha [paL5] X

in following studies to improve our results (see section 7.1).299
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2.3 Speaker300

For the 2D and 3D corpus subsets, analyzed in the present study, only one301

speaker was recorded (PAA). The speaker selected was an EP native speaker,302

male, 25 years old, 180 cm height, 70 Kg, from the north of the country, and303

with both vocal and singing training. The speaker had, at the time of the304

study, no history of speech or language disorders.305

During the acquisition of all the sequences involved in the study, the speaker306

used headphones to respect safety recommendations related with noise levels,307

and also to allow for better communication. The reduced auditory feedback308

due to the use of headphones represents a limitation to the study, with possible309

negative impact on speaker’s articulation.310

As far as positioning is concerned, the speaker was lying in a comfortable311

supine position. Head and neck phased array coils were used and the speaker’s312

head was fixed with regular foams and cushers. The speaker’s head movement313

was later evaluated, in the 2D corpus, by analysis of the coordinates of one314

manually marked point supposed to be fixed in the reference coordinate sys-315

tem, the anterior arch of C1. Maximum movement from average (including316

the error of the manual marking process) was 1 pixel (corresponding to 0.78317

mm) in the anterior-posterior direction and 3 pixels (2.34 mm) in the other di-318

rection. These results support our assumption that speaker’s movements were319

negligible.320

3 Image Processing321

The viability of a large MRI database is determined by the existence of a322

reliable and fast segmentation method, with low human interaction. This is323

particularly relevant when using real-time MRI, where the number of images to324

process is very large. The study of the robustness of the segmentation method325

is also very important. We need to make sure that the contours generated are326

truthful enough to represent the vocal tract configuration of the sound being327

produced. The contours cannot contain errors that may lead to a misinterpre-328

tation and/or confusion of the sound with another one. This can be evaluated329

with a metric called the Pratt Index [67].330

All image analysis operations were performed in Matlab, version 7.0.1. The331

code used was specially implemented by one of the authors for use in this work.332

Exception is made for the live wire routine, developed by Chodorowski et333

al. [68]. We were able to obtain 2D contours, articulatory measures, area334

functions, quantification of the velum port opening, and 2D/3D visualizations335
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of the vocal tract. To achieve these goals, the image analysis process included336

mainly: (1) 2D segmentation of the vocal tract, (2) 3D segmentation of the337

vocal tract and area extraction of the sections, and (3) computation of the338

velum port opening quotient (VPOQ).339

3.1 2D Corpus340

The 2D segmentations were made with the region growing method [69]. We341

started by manually placing a seed inside the vocal tract which expanded until342

it reaches the vocal tract wall. This expansion is based on grey level comparison343

between the mean grey level value of all the pixels already marked as inside344

the vocal tract and the neighbour pixels of the contour of the region already345

delimited. The stop criterion is based on a maximum difference threshold346

between the pixel being tested and the mean value of all the pixels assumed347

to belong to the region of interest.348

To assess reproducibility of the process, 100 contours were generated (each set349

takes about 35 minutes with the current implementation) with a randomly350

placed seed inside the vocal tract, for each image. Each contour was compared351

with the mean contour (chosen as reference contour). Comparisons between352

contours were made with the Pratt Index (abbreviated as PI) [67], a distance353

between two contours defined by: PI = 1
N

∑N
i=1

1
1+αd2

i

, where N is the number
354

of corresponding points between contours, di is the distance between two cor-355

responding points, and α is related to the contour size. Based on one of the356

authors’ previous work on other types of images [67], α = 1/9. Corresponding357

points between contours are obtained as follows: first contour with the smaller358

number of points is chosen; for each point of this contour, the closest point in359

the other contour is the correspondent point. This index has its range in the360

interval [0, 1], where 1 means that the two contours are equal. The PI was361

also used to compare images of different sounds. In this case, we retained 101362

PIs for each pair: the PI calculated between the two mean contours (resulting363

from the process described above) and the 100 PIs resulting from comparison364

of the contours corresponding to different seeds. As no order effect was antic-365

ipated, the 100 contours for each sound were compared with the contours of366

the other image by their order of calculation.367

Fig. 1, presents, separately, the results obtained for oral vowels, nasal vowels368

and consonants, showing that the region growing segmentation method is ro-369

bust to changes in the seed (low intra-variability). The corresponding PIs are370

close to 1, having as a minimum the value 0.84.371

Also interesting, for validating the process, is the comparison between the372

PIs calculated for the contours obtained for one sound (intra-variability) and373
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oral vowels nasal vowels consonants

0.98

0.96

0.94

0.92

0.90

0.88

0.86

0.84

Figure 1. Boxplots of the Pratt Index differences obtained by using different start-
ing points (seeds). Results for oral vowels, nasal vowels and nasal consonants are
presented.

the PIs obtained for different sounds (inter-variability). Fig. 2 presents these374

results.375

Intra Inter
0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

Figure 2. Boxplots comparing Pratt Index of all contours obtained with different
starting points for a fixed image (Intra) and contours of different EP sounds (Inter).
In the calculation, part of 2D corpus was used: all oral vowels, all 5 nasal vowels
and the consonants [m], [s] and [l].

The 95% confidence intervals [70,71], calculated using SPSS, are: CIp[0.92 ≤376

Intra ≤ 0.96] = 95% for the intra-variability, and CIp[0.44 ≤ Inter ≤ 0.49] =377

95% for the inter-variability, resulting in a statistically significant difference378

between the variability due to the segmentation starting points and the dif-379

ferences due to different sounds.380

All 2D sagittal images were also manually marked with the following relevant381

points (Fig. 3): highest position of tongue dorsum (TD); tongue tip (TT);382

tongue root position at the C3-C4 vertebral level (TR); jaw height, using the383

root of lower incisors (JH); lower lip highest and most anterior position (LL);384

and upper lip lowest and most anterior position (UL). TR is the intersection385

with tongue contour of an horizontal line passing through C3-C4 level. Note386

that all TR measures have therefore the same vertical coordinate value and387

that the discrepancy observed on Fig. 7b is around 1 mm and can be ascribed388

to the general process accuracy. We used as origin the lower left image point,389

and assumed that the speaker movement is not relevant. A different reference390

point could easily be chosen.391
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TD

TR

TT

JH

UL

LL

1

Figure 3. Midsagittal profile obtained during the production of a sustained [1] by
PAA, as in the word (devi) [d1vi], showing measured articulatory points. Articula-
tory points used for this work are: highest tongue dorsum point (TD), tongue tip
(TT), tongue root position at C3-C4 level (TR), jaw height (JH) and lower (LL)
and upper lip (UL) spatial coordinates.

3.2 3D Corpus392

For the volumes, we first segmented the vocal tract in the midsagittal slice393

using the semiautomatic technique live wire [68]. Next a (fixed) gridline was394

applied and its intersections with the contour obtained. Middle points be-395

tween the intersection in the 2 contour parts make our first approximation396

to the centerline. The centerline is then upsampled and smoothed. Then the397

volume was resliced according to a phoneme-adapted grid with planes oriented398

normally to the centerline. Each slice was also segmented using the live wire399

technique. We opted to use a number of slices similar to the used in other400

studies, 45 slices, covering all the oral tract. Although having a non-isotropic401

voxel, which is homogenized by a linear interpolation, we believe that with402

this method we will obtain more realistic data.403

The live wire segmentation approach is based on optimal search strategies404

over graphs built upon regional pixel maps defined on the neighbourhood of405

seed points determined by the user. This is a fully semiautomatic approach406

taking advantage of the unsurpassed human capacities for object recognition407

and delineation. Typically, the user starts segmentation by choosing an initial408

point (seed) on the boundary of the object of interest. Then, the algorithm409

computes the minimal cost path between the seed and the current position of410

a pointing device (mouse pointer). The criterion for minimal cost is often the411

integral of pixel intensities along a path. This minimal cost path is rendered412
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continuously (the live wire paradigm) as a partial contour and if the user413

considers this partial contour as acceptable then he can proceed and define the414

next seed point. After a minimum set of seed points the boundary of the target415

object, not necessarily closed, should be completely delineated. Relying on the416

user pattern recognition capabilities, the live wire approach offers a sequence417

of locally optimal contours and it is often the segmentation technique of choice418

to deal with difficult images with diffuse targets and cluttered backgrounds.419

This segmentation technique was adopted due to its better performance in the420

lower image quality of the 3D resliced images, when compared with the region421

growing technique used for 2D Corpus422

As can be observed in Fig. 4, each resliced plane will have an orientation423

perpendicular to the centerline of the vocal tract. The bottom part of the vocal424

tract is usually easy to segment in these resliced planes, but some difficulties425

were found in the segmentation of the oral cavity.426

For validation purposes, a sample of the 3D segmentations was visually eval-427

uated by two experts.428

Figure 4. Example of a resliced midsagittal cut, for [a], obtained from the volumetric
information (between a few centimeters above hard palate to C5 vertebral level).
Superimposed, the generated adaptative grid is shown. With this procedure all
obtained slices are orthogonal to the vocal tract centerline.

Difficulties in observing larynx area, due to 3D aliasing, motivated the use429

of a reference point for our area functions at the basis of C5 vertebral body.430

Thus, in the obtained area functions, x-axis represents the distance from this431

reference level towards the lips, representing 0 the basis of C5 and not the432

larynx position. As the basis of C5 was marked separately from the process of433

area function determination, it is possible that area function started after this434

reference point. We also did not put much effort into improving segmentation435

of this lower part of the pharynx, not forcing the centerline to go as close436
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as possible to the larynx position. We prefered to concentrate on the other437

parts of the area functions. However, this imprecision around glottis should438

be improved in the future, leading to more accurate area function lengths.439

The VPOQ was computed in a similar way to [56]. In this method, we440

identified the first slice (from the glottis to the lips) where both the oral441

and nasal cavities can be seen. We then chose that slice and the next four442

and measured the area of the oral and nasal passages. Mean VPOQ was443

calculated as the mean of the quotients between the nasal and oral areas,444

for the 5 slices. In Fig. 5 the first oblique slice is shown (counting from the445

glottis to the lips) where both the oral and the nasal cavities are visible.446

447

Figure 5. Examples of coronal oblique views obtained from nasal consonants 3D
data: [m] at left and [ñ] at right. The cut passes through the velum (orthogonal to
the vocal tract centerline). Two passages can be observed: one (at the top) refers
to nasal cavity and the other to oral cavity (bottom).

4 Results I: Vowels448

We start this study with the analysis of the oral vowels. After we present our449

results for nasal vowels. At the end of the section a comparative study of nasal450

and oral vowels is also presented.451

4.1 Oral vowels452

We present the MRI images with superimposed contours for the 9 oral vowels453

in Fig. 6. Vowels are arranged according to their phonetic description, high454
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(7.5,8.4)

(a) i

(8.6,9.2)

(b) [1]

(9.1,8.6)

(c) [u]

(8,8.5)

(d) [e]

(8.7,9.7)

(e) [5]

(9.6,8.9)

(f) [o]

(8.3,8.7)

(g) [E]

(8.7,10.2)

(h) [a]

(9.2,9.9)

(i) [O]

Figure 6. Midsagittal images with superimposed contours for the EP oral vowels:
from the top, [i], [1], [u], [e], [5], [o], [E], [a] and [O].

vowels at the top and posterior vowels to the right (in agreement with orien-455

tation of our images, with lips to the left). The corresponding articulatory456

measures (TD, TR, TT, JH, UL and LL) are presented in Fig. 7. The area457

functions are presented, separately, in Fig. 8. The following descriptions were458

based on all the information available, particularly in the parameters presented459

in Fig. 7.460

4.1.1 Anterior oral vowels461

Regarding the tongue highest point (TD), [E] is produced with the lowest posi-462

tion of TD; [i] with the most raised and anterior position; [e] in an intermediate463

position in both dimensions, being closer to [E] in the anterior-posterior axis.464
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Looking at the [i] and [e] area functions, Fig. 8, (corpus doesn’t include 3D for465

[E]) the point of smallest area is more anterior for [i], confirming TD parameter466

information. In the area functions it is possible to see that for [i] the constricted467

area is a few centimeters long while in [e] the obstruction zone it is much more468

restricted.469

It has also been observed, that the most posterior tongue position (TR) is470

more anterior in [i] than in [E], contributing to the increase of the pharyngeal471

cavity and the reduction of the oral cavity. The wide pharyngeal region for [i]472

is indeed clear on area functions.473

The JH is lower in [E] and higher and more anterior in [i].474

The TT vertical position increases from [E] to [i], being [e] closer to the [i].475

The distance between [e] and [E] is almost twice the distance between [e] and476

[i]. In the horizontal direction differences are smaller: [i] and [E] present very477

similar TT horizontal positions; [e] has a slightly posterior position.478

Regarding lip configuration, the results are different for the upper and lower479

lip. The 3 anterior vowels present quasi-identical UL parameter values. For480

lower lip (LL): [i] presents a higher position; protrusion (x-axis position) is not481

very different for the 3 vowels; differences are mainly in the vertical position,482

being [i]-[e] and [e]-[E] distances similar.483

For each one of the three configurations, the velum is raised, not having a signi-484

ficative position alteration among the three vowels. In the region of the glottis485

there is no evidence, in the sagittal plan and for this speaker, of alterations486

between the three vowels.487

In terms of the similarity of contours, with the analysis of PI, [e] is closer to [i]488

(PI=0.76) than to [E] (PI=0.72). Despite the very similar values of PI in both489

cases, non-parametric statistical tests (Mann-Whitney) confirm the difference490

as significative (p < 0.001).491

4.1.2 Central oral vowels492

The vowel [1] (high vowel) is produced with the tongue dorsum (TD) in the493

highest position inside of the series; followed by [5] and [a] (low vowel). All 3494

have similar x-coordinates for TD. Comparing with the anterior vowels, TD is495

always lower for central vowels. The highest value for central vowels (10.9) is496

clearly lower than the lowest position for anterior vowels (11.3). For this series497

of vowels, TD is not directly related with maximum constriction position, area498

function provides further insight. Our data show [a] as having its smallest area499

in the pharyngeal region.500
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Figure 7. Six articulatory measures for EP vowels. From the top left: Tongue dorsum
highest position (TD), tongue root at C3-C4 level (TR), tongue tip (TT), jaw height
(JH), and lower (LL) and upper (UL) lip.
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Figure 8. Area functions for seven of the EP oral vowels. They were grouped in
anterior, central and posterior, with higher vowels at the top. From the top, [i], [e],
[5], [a], [u], [o] and [O]. In the area functions, information regarding the constriction
point (distance from reference, at basis of C5 vertebra, and area) is included. Note
the difference in y-axis scale for the three last area functions, with a maximum twice
of what was used in the others.

The tongue root (TR) is more anterior during the production of [1] than of [5]501

or [a]. [a] is also more posterior than all 3 anterior vowels. In terms of area502

function, major differences between [a] and [5] are in the pharyngeal region.503

The jaw position (JH) is lower and posterior for [a] and higher and anterior for504
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[1]. There is an overlap of the opening values with anterior vowels. Nevertheless,505

[a] is produced with the lowest position in the combined anterior-central set506

of vowels.507

The tongue tip (TT) position follows the same pattern observed for TD, with508

a correlation between the points.509

The lower and upper lips positions can be considered as nearly similar for [5]510

and [1]. In [a], the lower lip is lower, around 7 mm, and, also, more posterior511

(5 mm). This may be related to mandibular position.512

From contours superimposition, not shown in this paper, the velum presents513

a more anterior position in the vowels [5] and [1] than in [a].514

Non-parametric statistical tests (Mann-Whitney) showed: as non-significantly515

different the PIs obtained for the comparisons of [5] with [1] and [5] with [a];516

as significantly ( p < 0.001) higher the similarity of these two comparisons517

than similarity between [1] and [a].518

4.1.3 Posterior oral vowels519

It can be observed in Figures 6 and 7 that vowel [u] is produced with the520

highest TD position amongst the three posterior vowels, followed by [o] and521

[O], with the lowest and more posterior position. Compared to anterior and522

central vowels, posterior vowels are produced with lower TD than the anterior523

series. Only [a] is produced with lower TD than the lowest posterior ([O]), and524

only with 3 mm difference. When compared with anterior vowels we observe525

that posterior vowels have, generally, lower TD position, except for [E], which526

is slightly lower than [u]. Comparing posterior and central vowels, it can be527

observed that TD for [u] and [o] is higher than the value for the three central528

vowels. In the area functions, the point of maximum constriction follows the529

same tendency of TD parameter to lower from [u] to [O], moving downward in530

the pharyngeal region. Tongue root position on sagittal images also confirms a531

more posterior position for [O] than for [u] and [o]. The difference between [u]532

and [O] is about 1 cm. The tongue back position is closer to the velum in [u]533

and [o], while in [O] is directed towards the pharyngeal wall. This dorsovelar534

orientation for [o] was an unexpected finding since this oral vowel is generally535

described as being produced with tongue back oriented towards the pharynx536

(e.g. [72, p. 53]). From midsagittal profiles, corroborated from area functions537

values, an increase of oral cavity dimension from [u] to [O] is evident, associated538

with a decrease of the pharyngeal cavity dimensions.539

Comparing TR positions for anterior and posterior vowels (Fig. 7b) we can540

observe a trend for anterior vowels to have more anterior TR positions, but541

with an overlap of the two classes (e.g. [E] is more posterior than [o]).542
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The jaw (JH) is lower in the production of [O] than in the production of [o]543

and [u], these two vowels being produced with JH respectively 5 mm and 8544

mm above. For tongue tip (TT) we notice a similarity between [u] and [o],545

both with TT more posterior and higher than [O]. When comparing with the 2546

previous series, in posterior vowels the range of values for TT is larger, both in547

the horizontal and vertical dimensions. While for central and anterior vowels548

TT has a maximum range of 0.4 cm in the horizontal and 1.3 cm for vertical,549

the ranges are 1.0 cm and 1.8 cm for posterior vowels. Also relevant to this550

series is the variation of lip position, particularly protrusion. Protrusion is551

important for [u] and [o]. For [O], lower lip protrusion is smaller and similar552

to the highest value obtained in previous series (for [1]). When compared with553

anterior and central vowels, the difference is marked, as expected, since in EP554

only posterior vowels are rounded.555

From the superimposition of contours (not included in the paper), it can be556

observed that the velum is in a lower position in the production of [O] than in557

the other two posterior vowels.558

Area functions for [u] and [o] present a similar pattern, contrary to [O]. Pat-559

tern differences are more pronounced at oral cavity level. Analyses of the PI,560

confirm this tendency, as PI between [u] and [o] mean contours is 0.77, being561

0.73 between [o] and [O], and 0.65 between [u] and [O]. Statistical tests (Mann-562

Whitney) confirm as significantly higher the values of the PI for the pair [u]563

and [o] when compared with both other two pairs (p < 0.001).564

4.2 Nasal vowels565

Fig. 9 show the images with superimposed contours and area functions for566

EP nasal vowels, complementing the information presented in Figs. 7 and 10.567

Based on this 3 Figures, we can observe that:568

• Vowels [̃ı] and [ẽ] are produced with the tongue (TD) in an anterior and569

raised position.570

• Vowel [5̃] has a low TD position, occupying with [õ] the lowest TD positions571

measured for the 5 nasal vowels.572

• Vowels [õ] and [ũ] are more posterior in terms of TD.573

• The jaw position, in contrast with what happens in the production of the574

oral vowels, presents a more restricted range of variation. For the five nasal575

vowels higher and lower JH measures differ of 0.7 cm while for oral vowels576

difference is more than the double, 1.5 cm.577

• The velum is open for all nasal vowels, but its height is variable with the578

vowel. We will study these differences, below, using 3D information.579

• Labial protrusion is marked in the production of [ũ] and similar to the580
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Figure 9. Results for the 5 EP nasal vowels: from the top, [̃ı], [ẽ], [5̃], [ũ] and [õ]. In
each row, are presented, from left, the midsagittal image with superimposed contour
and area function. In the area functions, information regarding constriction point
(distance from reference point and area) is included.

protrusion observed in the corresponding oral vowel ([u]).581
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4.2.1 Nasal vs. Oral vowels582

In this subsection comparisons between oral and nasal vowels are presented.583

They are based on the articulatory measures of Fig. 7, the superimposition of584

midsagittal contours for EP nasal vowels with their possible oral counterparts585

(Fig. 10) and area functions obtained from 3D acquisitions (Fig. 11). For mid586

and low nasal vowels two oral configurations are considered.587

With MRI 3D information we can, for the first time for EP, compare the area588

functions of oral and nasal vowels. Differences between two area functions were589

obtained as follows: both area functions were resampled at the same positions590

along the x-axis, resulting in two vectors with the same length; the difference591

is the result of subtracting the two vectors.592

The vowels [̃ı] and [i] present similar configurations, the nasal vowel being593

produced with a higher and posterior position of the tongue body and root594

when compared with the oral counterpart (Fig. 10(a)). The TD position is595

close for the two vowels, being (7.4 cm, 11.7 cm) for the oral and (7.7 cm, 11.8596

cm) for the nasal (Fig. 7a).597

The nasal [ũ] is produced with a slightly posterior and lower TD than the598

oral counterpart [u] (Fig. 7a). Looking at Fig. 10(b), comparison of [e], [E] and599

[ẽ], we can observe that the contours of the vowels [e] and [ẽ] are closer (PI=600

0.86) than the contours of [E] and [ẽ] (PI=0.69). Specifically with respect to601

TD position, the nasal vowel [ẽ] is produced with the highest TD (Fig. 7a),602

this difference being however more accentuated for [E] than for [e]. The oral603

[e] and the nasal [ẽ] present a similar pattern at pharynx level, which is not604

valid to [E], more constricted than [ẽ]. Differences at tongue tip level (TT)605

are small between [e] and [ẽ] and more pronounced between [E] and [ẽ]. The606

velum although opened during the production of the nasal, seems to be in a607

higher position than in the other nasal vowels. This tendency is observable608

in contours superimposition not included in the paper. From 3D information609

(only relative to [e] and [ẽ]), we confirmed that the nasal and the corresponding610

oral vowel [e], have a very similar pattern on area function.611

Analyzing Fig. 10(c), we can detect some differences. The nasal vowel [5̃] is612

produced with a TD in a higher position than for [5] and [a]. In the anterior-613

posterior axis, [5̃] has a TD more anterior than all 3 EP central oral vowels, in614

a position similar to anterior oral vowel [E]. The tongue root (TR) is similar615

for [5̃] and [5] and more posterior for [a].616

Observing Fig. 10(d), we detected that, with respect to tongue height, the617

nasal vowel [õ] is produced between [o] and [O]. In the tip/blade region, and618

looking at the TT parameter, the configuration of [õ] is closer to [o] than to619

[O]. Regarding TR, [õ] is between [o] and [O].620
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Figure 10. Midsagittal vocal tract profiles comparisons for nasal vowels and
their possible oral counterparts: (a) superimposition of [i] (solid line) and [̃ı]
(dash-dotted); (b) superimposition of [e] (solid line), [ẽ] (dash-dotted) and [E] (dot-
ted); (c) superimposition of [a] (solid line), [5̃] (dash-dotted) and [5] (dotted); (d)
superimposition of [o] (solid line), [õ] (dash-dotted) and [O] (dotted).

In these midsagittal images it is apparent that velum and uvula touch the621

tongue back during the production of back vowels [õ] and [ũ]. For the other622

nasal vowels this is not observed.623

Midsagittal distances in the pharyngeal cavity are different in nasal vowels and624

their oral counterparts. As an example, [5̃] has a wider upper pharynx region625

relative to [5]. During the production of EP oral and nasal vowels, there are626

not noticeable differences with respect to posterior wall of the pharynx.627
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Figure 11. Area functions comparison between EP nasal and oral vowels. On the
left, a plot of area functions; on the right the absolute differences between nasal
vowel and oral counterparts.

4.2.2 VPOQ628

A particularly interesting parameter to study for the nasals is the VPOQ. The629

results obtained for EP are presented in Fig. 12. We can observe that:630
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• for this speaker, the average VPOQ is always higher in the nasal vowels631

than in the corresponding oral ones;632

• [5̃] presents the highest VPOQ, followed by [ũ] and [õ];633

• the largest oral/nasal VPOQ difference was observed in the pair [5]/[5̃];634

• the smallest oral/nasal difference is between [u] and [ũ].635
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VPOQ

[i] [̃ı] [e] [ẽ] [a] [5] [5̃] [o] [O] [õ] [u] [ũ] [m] [n] [ñ]

Figure 12. Boxplots of VPOQ for oral vowels, nasal vowels, and consonants. Dots
represent the VPOQ average value.

5 Results II: Consonants636

In this section, relative to consonantal sounds, we start with the description of637

the nasal consonants, to maintain continuity with the anterior section on nasal638

vowels. Next, stop consonants are briefly described as they are not generally639

considered as significantly different from other languages. They follow nasal640

consonants to allow a comparison between these two related classes. Then,641

we present results concerning fricatives, ending with a class with some EP642

particularities, the laterals. As the consonants depend on vocalic context, we643

are limited in the description of articulatory differences. Despite the use of644

similar vocalic context in the words used to instruct the speaker for the non645

VCV parts of the corpus ( in general an [a] follows the consonant ), we avoided646

descriptions that could be more related to the production of the vowel than647

to the consonant we are studying.648

5.1 Nasals649

In Fig. 13 midsagittal MRI images, contours and area functions for the EP650

nasal consonants are presented. In Fig. 14 a comparison between EP nasal651

and stop consonants contours is presented.652

In these images, the different places of articulation and the open position of653

the velum are clearly visible. The nasal [m] is produced with lip closure, [n] is654

produced with tongue tip occlusion at the superior incisors, and [ñ] is clearly655

produced with tongue touching the hard palate.656
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Figure 13. Results for the EP nasal consonants. From the top, bilabial [m], dental
[n] and palatal [ñ]. All the 3 sounds were sustained having a reference word with
the same symmetric vocalic context, the oral vowel [5]. In each row the following
are presented: the image with superimposed contour (at left) and area function. In
the area functions, information regarding occlusion point (distance from reference
point and area) is included.

The tongue dorsum’s highest point (TD) is more anterior for [ñ] being similar657

for [m] and [n]; higher, as expected, for [ñ], followed by [n] and finally [m]. [ñ]658

is only 1 mm higher than [̃ı] and 2 mm higher than [i], the highest vowel TD.659

The tongue tip (TT), involved in the articulation of [n] and affected in [ñ] due660

to the overall raised tongue configuration, obviously presents very different661

positions.662
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Looking at the contour comparisons for nasal consonants and stops with the663

same place of articulation, in Fig. 14, the main differences occur in the (upper)664

pharyngeal region with a more forward position of the tongue root for nasal665

consonants, associated with a lower position of the velum. EP stops have a666

narrower pharynx when compared with nasal consonants. This difference is667

more noticeable in the dentals ([n] vs [t]) than in the bilabials ([m] vs [p]). For668

the same place of articulation, nasal consonants present a more constricted669

larynx than stop consonants.670
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Figure 14. Midsagittal contour superimposition for nasal consonants and stops with
the same place of articulation. At the left, bilabials [p] and [m]; at the right the
dentals [t] and [n]. The 2 nasal consonants were sustained having an example word
with the same symmetric vocalic context, oral vowel [5]. The stops are the ones
produced in the [aCa] context.

VPOQ for nasal consonants was already included in Fig. 12. Nasal consonants671

present, on average (mean=0.75), intermediate values between the nasal vow-672

els (mean=0.82) and oral vowels (mean=0.19).673

5.2 Stops674

In Fig. 15, left column, we can verify that in the production of [p] there is675

lip closure, as expected for a bilabial stop. In the production of [t] (although676

teeth contour is not visible) we see an approach of the tongue tip to the677

dental region. In the production of [k], the articulation point does not seem678

clearly velar, the constriction being in the transition between the palate and679

the velum.680

Also in Fig. 15, right column, we can observe that voiced stops present con-681

figurations that are close to the unvoiced, sharing the same articulation point.682

This was confirmed by contour superimposition and calculation of mean dif-683
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ferences between contours and PIs, not included.684

For stops sharing the same place of articulation, the glottis is more constricted685

for voiced than for unvoiced cognates. Pharyngeal cavity, however, is larger686

in voiced when compared with unvoiced counterparts. For [p] the effect is687

observed through the entire pharynx, being for [t] and [k] differences more688

evident at oro-pharynx level.689

The effect of coarticulation for stops is evident. For [k] the differences are690

more significant in the tongue tip region, since this articulator is free for the691

production of the vowel. For [t], the region with less variation is the one close692

to the place of articulation (dental), while tongue back is affected by the693

production of the vowel. In [p], the tongue is free for the production of the694

vowel, since [p] has a bilabial articulation.695

5.3 Fricatives696

The results for EP fricatives are presented in Fig. 16. Despite the non-inclusion697

of the superior incisors in the images, we can infer, through the position of698

the lips, that the [f] is produced through the approximation of lower lip to699

the upper incisors (labiodental fricative). Despite the fact that they are quite700

similar, our results point to an alveolar place of constriction for [s] and [z],701

being fricatives [S] and [Z] produced slightly posterior. The differences for TT702

horizontal position between these fricatives are of only 6 mm, between [s]703

and [S], and 4 mm for the other pair. The [s] production involves the tongue704

blade while, [S] presents an apical articulation. Other differences between705

[s] and [S] are: [s] is produced with a slightly lower TD position; the back of706

the tongue is more posterior in the production of [s]. The same pattern and707

articulation places can be observed for [z] and [Z]. These facts were confirmed708

using the superimposition of [s,S] and [z,Z] midsagittal contours (not included).709

Through the analysis of the contours (not included) and their PIs, we observed710

that differences in configuration, for the same place of articulation and vocalic711

context, are not significant (in the midsagittal plane) in the unvoiced-voiced712

pairs. However, at the glottis level, there is a higher constriction for voiced713

fricatives, as already observed for voiced stops. Regarding pharyngeal cavity,714

there is a tendency for voiced fricatives to have a larger pharynx, but being715

the difference less evident than for stops.716

We tested to see if our process was able to distinguish between the fricatives717

in three different VCV contexts, where V represents one of the vowels [a], [i],718

or [u]. The 2D results are presented in Fig. 17 and 3D results are shown in719

Fig. 18.720

In Fig. 17, the effect of coarticulation is evident. In [f], a labiodental fricative,721
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Figure 15. Midsagittal contours relative to stop consonants, obtained in VCV con-
text with the point vowels [a] (dashed), [i] (solid line) and [u] (dash-dotted). At the
top row appears the bilabial unvoiced [p] (left) and the voiced [b] (right); at center
appear the dental unvoiced [t] (left) and the voiced stop [d] (right); at bottom the
velar stops: the unvoiced [k] (left) and voiced [g] (right).

we observe differences both in tongue tip and tongue dorsum, the tongue being722

free for the production of the vowel. In [s], there are only differences in the723

posterior/back portion of the tongue. We do not observe the vowel effect on724

tongue tip or blade, used in the production of the consonant (apical alveolar).725
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Figure 16. Midsagittal MRI images with superimposed contour relative to EP frica-
tive sounds. At the top row the labiodental fricatives [f] and [v]; at the center the
alveolar fricatives [s] and [z] and at bottom the palatoalveolar fricatives [S] and [Z].
All were sustained having an example word with the fricative at the beginning and
followed by the oral vowel [a].

Relative to [S], the effect of the vowel in the tongue is even less visible. This726

sound, when compared with others in this study, presents a higher resistance727

to coarticulation.728

For the voiced fricatives, the pattern of influence of the vowel in the production729

of the fricative consonant is similar to that observed for the unvoiced fricatives,730

being higher for the labiodental [v], smaller in the alveolar [z], and being [Z]731

production practically immune to the vowel effect.732
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Figure 17. Midsagittal contours relative to fricatives, obtained in VCV context with
the vowels [a] (dashed), [i] (solid line) and [u] (dash-dotted). At the top appears
the labiodental unvoiced [f] (left) and the voiced [v] (right); in the middle row
appear the alveolar unvoiced [s] (left) and alveolar voiced [z] (right); at bottom the
palatoalveolar fricatives: the unvoiced [S] (left) and the voiced [Z] (right).

Comparing the area functions and the differences between two area functions733

(average and maximum values), in Fig. 18, coarticulatory effects are smaller734

for [S]. About the two other unvoiced fricatives, the most affected regions are735
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(a) Fricative [f] in three vocalic contexts.
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(b) Fricative [s] in three vocalic contexts.
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(c) Fricative [S] in three vocalic contexts.

Figure 18. Area functions for the fricatives [f], [s], and [S] in three vocalic contexts
(left) and absolute differences (right).

the pharyngeal region for [s] and the oral cavity for [f].736

5.4 Laterals737

The EP laterals, [l] and [L], are shown in Fig. 19. Figure presents 2D infor-738

mation for [L] and the two variants of the l-sound: [l] as in [lasu] and [ë] as in739

[maë]. For 3D, a third context is also included, intervocalic position ([pal5]).740
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In Fig. 20 we compare the 3 area functions obtained for [l].741
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Figure 19. MRI images (with contours) and area functions for the EP laterals. Top
3 rows presents results for [l]: top row [l] in [lasu]; second row [ë] in [maë]; third
row a comparison of the contours previously presented, on the left, and right, area
function for a third context with only 3D data available, intervocalic position [pal5].
Finally, on the bottom row, image and area function for [L].

The first thing to note in Figs. 19 and 20 are the null areas in the area functions742

in the zone of partial occlusion. This is a result of the semiautomatic image743

processing, that was incapable of correctly segmenting the resliced images744

perpendicular to the centerline. Even with this limitation, 2D contours and745
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area functions provide useful information on EP laterals.746

Comparing the midsagittal profiles of the lateral [l] and [ë], we can verify that747

the place of articulation is the same for both sounds, in the alveolar/dental748

region. This can be confirmed both in contour superimposition and at the first749

point with null area in the area functions, all presented in Fig. 19. It is clear750

that the active articulator is tongue tip for both sounds.751

Analyzing the area functions for [l] (Fig. 20), in the three contexts considered,752

we can observe a similar area variation pattern along the tract, without sig-753

nificant differences. We can report a constriction point beyond the lip region,754

corresponding to the alveolar area; upward in direction of the glottis an in-755

crease of area function is observed. This region corresponds to palatal area.756

A second constriction point is observed at uvular region, which is similar in757

the three positions. This second constriction is related with tongue dorsum758

raising. More detailed analyzes of tongue configurations on resliced coronal759

cuts, as in [7] and [64], are in progress.760

The [L] is usually described as a palatal consonant. When compared with the761

palatal [ñ], [L] has its occlusion more anterior. While in the area function the762

occlusion starts at 11.8 cm for [ñ] (Fig. 13), for [L] occlusion starts at 15.0 cm763

(Fig. 19). This points, at least for this speaker of EP, to a more palato-alveolar764

place of articulation for [L]. It is produced with the tongue blade, the tongue765

dorsum not being in contact with the palate.766

[la.su]
[maë]
[pa.l5]
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Figure 20. Comparison of the 3 area functions obtained for EP lateral [l]. Three
contexts are represented: beginning of word and syllable (solid), end of word or
syllable (dash-dotted) and in syllable onset but intervocalic (dotted).

6 Discussion767

As our main objective is related to obtaining more data regarding EP pro-768

duction and not to exhaustively compare our results to published descriptions769

of EP, this discussion will not concentrate on pointing out all the agreements770
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and disagreements between present work and EP common knowledge in artic-771

ulatory phonetics. The availability of data for only one speaker also supports772

this option.773

6.1 Corpus, MRI acquisition and Image processing774

Our option to address as much as possible of EP sounds with only one speaker775

allowed us to cover, in a first study, what for other languages was produced776

incrementally. The existence of data regarding the several classes of EP sounds777

is particularly valuable to our work in articulatory synthesis. The disadvantage778

of only one speaker and the unique/reduced number of repetitions are, in our779

opinion, more than compensated by the advantages of the possibility of making780

direct comparison between different classes. This was particularly useful in the781

case of the comparative study of nasal vowels tract configuration relative to782

oral vowels; comparison of palatals [ñ] and [L] exact place of articulation and783

comparison of coarticulatory effects between stops and fricatives.784

With our option for the (semi)automatic processing, the use of a direct 3D785

acquisition was possible. As the acquired MRI data are in a volumic layout,786

image processing techniques were necessary and sufficient means to create787

the appropriate reformatted planes for further segmentation. This additional788

flexibility makes it possible to obtain data in planes defined after acquisition789

and tuned to the objectives of the analyses. Moreover, there was a gain in the790

acquisition time. With this, our speaker had a much easier task and overall791

acquisition time was substantially reduced. The choice for a trained speaker792

with vocal and singing practice also contributed positively to a faster and793

less error prone acquisition. Some points need however improvement in the794

acquisition: improvement on the larynx region, sometimes affected by aliasing795

problems, to allow a better characterization of this zone of the oral tract;796

improve overall quality of the coronal images for a better study of laterals.797

Semi-automatic image segmentation proved to be very useful and capable798

of attaining reproducible results. Neverthless, there are areas where improve-799

ments are needed: segmentation of the images in the zone of partial obstruction800

for laterals (not completely sucessful in this first approach); addition to the801

images of the separately acquired information on speakers’ teeth.802

6.2 Oral Vowels803

One of the most relevant results obtained in this study, relative to EP oral vow-804

els, is concerned with central vowels height. Contrary to traditional EP Pho-805

netic descriptions (e.g. [73]), in which [1] is considered as high as [i](anterior)806
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and [u] (posterior) high vowels, we found that [1] has, in fact, the highest TD807

position among the central vowels, but not so high to be considered a high808

central vowel. Only looking at jaw height (JH) alone we could describe [1] as809

a closed vowel, similar to [i].810

From an articulatory view point, the differences between the three central811

vowels are mainly related with tongue dorsum position and shape, jaw height812

and pharyngeal cavity dimensions (particularly the upper part). Amongst the813

three central vowels the one that is produced with the highest TD position is814

the [1], followed by [5] and [a]. Pharyngeal cavity dimension is also high for [1]815

as the tongue dorsum is more raised and advanced in the production of this816

vowel, when compared with the other central vowels. Important characteristics817

of [a] are the very low jaw, high lip aperture and posterior position of tongue818

(TD and TR). The last characteristic goes against its classic classification of819

[a] as a central vowel, being better described as a low pharyngeal vowel. The820

[5] is more similar to [a] than [1] in terms of tongue shape; has an interme-821

diate jaw opening, and presents lip aperture similar to [1]. The [1] appears822

as distinctively different from the other two vowels in the upper pharyngeal823

region, not presenting the characteristic narrowing of the others. These artic-824

ulatory differences and characteristics of each of the 3 central vowels can be825

useful in clarifying their descriptions, a point of discussion in EP Phonetics.826

However, it is hard to generalize as our data are limited to one speaker. The827

dorsovelar location of the maximum constriction for the posterior vowel [o]828

is not in agreement with the usual articulatory description (e.g. [72]), report-829

ing a pharyngeal location for the maximum constriction, as for [O]. Obviously,830

due to corpus limitation to one speaker, we cannot clarify if this is a speaker831

characteristic, or a more general phenomenon.832

6.3 Nasals833

As expected, differences between nasal and oral vowels do not only concern834

velum lowering, but also differences in the position of other articulators [56].835

The 2D results show that, at least with this speaker of EP, [5̃] is markedly836

higher than [a]; [õ] is produced with an articulatory configuration between [o]837

and [O]; and [̃ı] and [ũ] are produced with a height similar to the oral counter-838

parts. These results agree in general with the ones obtained using EMMA and839

acoustic inference from first formant values [29]. When compared to French840

nasal vowels, some differences were detected, particularly at the pharyngeal841

cavity level. French nasal vowels seem to be produced with a more constricted842

pharyngeal region [13,51,56,57].843

With the exception of [5̃], a central vowel that presents the highest VPOQ, the844

posterior vowels ([ũ] and [õ]) have a slightly higher VPOQ than the anterior845
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ones ([̃i] and [ẽ]). The oral area is always higher than the nasal for all the846

sounds contemplated in our study, which implies a VPOQ smaller than 1.847

Although the VPOQ is smaller in orals, in our measures it was allways higher848

than zero due to the existence of a small passage to the nasal cavity even for849

the production of oral sounds. This is in agreement with the fact that nasal850

port opening is not sufficient to have a nasal sound. However, the VPOQ is851

an average value dependent of the sampling process, with possible failures852

in detecting nasal port closure. Comparing with recent results of Engwall,853

Delvaux and Metens [56], we verify that: the average VPOQ follows, in general854

terms, a similar behaviour: superior in nasal vowels than in the correspondent855

orals; the VPOQ values for French are significantly higher than the obtained856

for EP, particularly for the nasal vowels.857

Relative to EP nasal consonants, the VPOQ results confirmed their relative858

position of velum aperture, between oral and nasal vowels. New 3D information859

contributed to validate previous work based on velum position only [28,29].860

Also relevant is the close proximity of TD for [ñ], [i] and [̃ı], consistent with861

the historic origin of the nasal consonant [ñ].862

6.4 Stops and Fricatives863

Another fact that also deserves to be mentioned is related to the place of artic-864

ulation of the so-called “velar” stop [k]. Contrary to the classical descriptions865

of [k], we observe that [k], at least for this speaker of EP, was produced in866

the palatal area and does not seem to be dependent on the vocalic context.867

Although the place of articulation of velar stops could vary with context [72],868

being more anterior when produced in the context of anterior vowels and more869

posterior in the context of back vowels, this is not observed in our study. In870

the different contexts studied, the place of articulation is always palatal, only871

with noticeable differences at tongue tip and blade level. In this area the effect872

of the vowel is clearly observed, the tip being more anterior in the context of [i]873

and more posterior in the context of [u]. Further studies are needed to clarify874

if this context independent point of constriction for [k] is (partially) related875

to the acquisition procedure, quite different from continuous speech.876

For fricatives, [S, Z] have the point of maximum constriction produced with the877

tongue tip slightly posterior relative to [s,z], but, in our opinion and using [32,878

p. 14] information on places of articulation, still in the alveolar region. This is879

not in accordance with what generally is described for [S], as being produced by880

an approach of the tongue tip to the palato-alveolar or post-alveolar regions. A881

more detailed study of [S] articulation point, using complementary techniques882

as EPG, should be considered.883
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Relative to the stridents, a great similarity in the place of articulation for884

[s, z] and for [S,Z] was evident, the most obvious difference being at the level885

of sublaminal cavity which is larger for [S] and [Z] than for [s] and [z]. This886

difference at the level of the sub-laminal cavity can be explained by the more887

apical articulation for [S, Z], as the tongue tip is raised and slighly more pos-888

terior. These results are only partially in line with previous results reported889

for fricatives, but for a different language [49].The authors reported for [S,Z]890

a high tendency for a laminal articulation rather than apical, and referred to891

a speaker dependent variability for [s,z] with respect to apical and laminal892

articulations.893

Our results regarding a more constricted glottis region together with a larger894

pharynx for voiced sounds are in line with what was reported by Narayanan et895

al [49], for fricatives: a tendency for larger pharyngeal areas for voiced sounds.896

This fact was also previously reported by Perkell [74] for the sibilants [s] and [z]897

using X-ray techniques. This constriction at glottis level together with a larger898

pharynx might be explained by the necessity of having muscular adjustments899

and adequate pressure differences to produce phonation in voiced sounds.900

6.5 Laterals901

In laterals, the differences between [l] and [ë] are not significant considering902

both 2D and 3D information. For American English, as reported by Narayanan903

et al. [7] and Bangayan et al. [64], there are differences in the back region904

for light and dark versions. For EP, we found /l/ velarization not only in905

syllable final position, as expected, but also in syllable initial position. EP area906

functions (for all the contexts considered for /l/) present a similar pattern in907

front and back regions, which means a second constriction point independent908

of position in the syllable (onset or coda). These facts point to the existence of909

only one positional allophone for /l/, a dark , which is in line with Andrade [33]910

descriptions for EP: velarization occurs not only in syllable final position but911

also in initial position. This is also in agreement with older descriptions, see912

Strevens [26] and section 1.2.913

As far as [L] is concerned, our results point to a more anterior place of artic-914

ulation (alveolopalatal) instead of palatal, which is not in line with EP most915

frequent descriptions, already referred to in the introduction. However, Sá916

Nogueira [75] has already pointed to the possibility of this consonant having a917

more anterior place of articulation. Our finding is also in agreement with what918

was reported by Recasens and Espinosa (2006) [76]. These authors referred919

the fact that the lateral [L] cannot be exclusively articulated in the palatal920

area. They pointed out that Romanic Languages also present a closure in the921

alveolo-palatal area, that could even be alveolar. When compared with the922
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palatal [ñ], it is evident a more anterior articulation point for [L] and a “clo-923

sure fronting decreasing in the progression [L] > [ñ]” as also reported by these924

authors [76].925

6.6 Coarticulation926

In general, EP stops are less resistant to coarticulatory effects than EP frica-927

tive. This is in agreement with the less constrained tongue body for stops,928

when compared to fricatives, reported for other languages by Farnetani [77]929

and Recasens [78]. Comparing the labiodental fricative [f] with the bilabial930

stop [p] it is observed that the effect of the adjacent vowel is greater on the931

stop than on the fricative of the corresponding class. However, this difference932

is still sharper when we compare, by e.g., the alveolar fricative [z] with the933

dental stop [t].934

In our study, concerning the tongue blade, for the stops [t,d] and the frica-935

tive [s] there is no significant effect of the vowel in this region, although the936

influence is evident in the production of the stops [k] and [g]. Recasens [78]937

reports that the tongue region can present different articulatory behavior as938

a function of its evolvement in the production of a certain configuration. It is939

predicted that the blade must be more resistant to coarticulation during the940

production of alveolar consonants [t,d,s] than on the velar [k,g]. This is also941

verified in our study.942

Among all the sounds studied here, and not considering any articulator in943

particular, the sounds that have the highest resistance to coarticulation are [S]944

and [Z]. This fact was already observed by Farnetani [77] and can be connected945

with the complexity involved in the production of these sounds, [79]. Recasens946

et al. [38] also refers to the fact that some sounds are more constrained than947

others.948

In accordance with Kiritani [80], we can also consider the tongue-jaw system949

together. We verified that velar consonants [k] and [g] in [i] context present a950

more anterior position of tongue blade, but this anteriorization is not evident951

at jaw level. Tuller et al. [81], also stated that the height of the jaw does not952

change in VCV context for [t] and [f], but suffers alterations due to the vowel953

in [p] and [k]. In our corpus, it was verified that for [t] there is no alteration954

in the height of the jaw, but this is seen in the production of [f].955
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7 Conclusions956

In this paper we present new MRI data relative to the majority of the EP957

sounds. Both 2D and 3D MRI data are provided. In line with other studies958

in the field for other languages, we obtained volumetric MRI but using a959

different and faster acquisition technique. Unlike other studies in this field, we960

have used a semiautomatic segmentation method.961

MRI data obtained for one EP speaker, complemented by the utilization of962

imaging processing techniques and analyses, was determinant to improve our963

knowledge on EP oral and nasal sounds, laterals, fricatives and stops. With964

2D MRI data, we compared oral and nasal vowels contours, leading to more965

detailed information than previously possible with other techniques such as966

EMMA. 3D information and area functions revealed very useful for palatal967

sounds [ñ] and [L], characteristic of EP. This is valuable information for evolu-968

tion of articulatory synthesis of European Portuguese. Also, without claiming969

generalization due to the single speaker limitation of the data, some interest-970

ing findings were reported for palatal consonants, central vowels and laterals.971

It was possible to verify, for the EP, some facts related to coarticulation al-972

ready reported for other languages. These results are also interesting due to973

the reduced use of MRI in coarticulation studies.974

7.1 Future975

With this study, the capacities of MRI in providing useful information on976

speech production, particularly for EP or in general, is far from being ex-977

hausted. After this broad study, we consider as important the following pos-978

sible continuations:979

• Perform a formal evaluation of 3D segmentation method, not yet performed980

due to time limitations;981

• Improve the area function computation regarding speed, accuracy in the982

laryngeal region, and taking in consideration the teeth. Only with an im-983

proved acquisition and segmentation of the tract near the larynx will be984

possible to solve the current limitations on area functions length and origin;985

• Process the nasal tract 3D acquisition to obtain nasal tract area function;986

• Complement the comparisons between nasal and oral vowels with realtime987

MRI information. Despite usefull for the characterization of EP nasal vowels,988

the information available for this study suffers from two important limita-989

tions: only one speaker was recorded and the variation over time of vocal990

tract is not available. Realtime MRI, with adequate time resolution and991

from several speakers, is needed to reduce the remaining doubts regarding992
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the nasal vowels tract configuration;993

• Conduct specific studies addressing a sound class or set of sounds in detail,994

with several repetitions and a reasonable number of speakers. This can be995

started by studying the EP laterals for which we had interesting results,996

needing more data to enable any generalization;997

• Repeat acquisition of the present corpus with more speakers. This is neces-998

sary to solve the speaker dependent nature of the reported results. Provision999

to include speakers from different dialects should be considered. With in-1000

formation regarding several speakers and the associated contours and area1001

functions, a search for representative shape descriptors should be investi-1002

gated;1003

• Complement the study using real time MRI. Real time acquisition with a1004

corpus mainly composed of nasal sounds and trills has already been carried1005

out, but not yet fully analysed. In this preliminary and first approach we1006

obtained a temporal resolution close to 200 ms (5 frames/s). We are partic-1007

ularly interested in improving temporal resolution and obtaining dynamic1008

information on articulators movements, particularly for nasals, during ac-1009

tual production of EP words. Coarticulatory effects will greatly benefit from1010

this line of research.1011
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